
LMAX Global is part of the LMAX Group:  
the award-winning, independent, operator of multiple global institutional execution venues for FX and crypto currency trading

Direct access to transparent, wholesale FX rates 
with fast, efficient settlement.

Deliverable FX

Deliverable FX service is offered by LMAX Global. LMAX Global is a trading name of LMAX Broker Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority as a broker and an authorised payment institution (firm reference number 783200) and is a company registered in England and Wales 
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The Deliverable FX service from LMAX Global  

offers transparent, competitively priced, foreign 

exchange solutions - for private clients, 

professionals, institutions and corporates. 

As part of the LMAX Group, the global financial 

technology company, we are able to leverage 

unique LMAX Exchange institutional liquidity 

relationships to access transparent wholesale 

pricing and fast, efficient FX settlement. 

Take control of your foreign exchange exposure 

utilising LMAX Global’s Deliverable FX service to 

ensure cost-effective and fair execution, supported 

by a dedicated and experienced team. 

Award-winning financial technology

Deliverable FX

Part of the LMAX Group



› Convert any amount from $50,000 upwards    
(currency equivalent)

› Institutional rates include commission and 
bank transfer fee

› Automatic commission reduction for  
    higher amounts

› Trade instantly or target price

› Web GUI, mobile or API for real-time market    
data and execution*

› All major currency crosses available

› Fast and eff icient settlement

› Live currency rate calculator with indicative  
real-time exchange rates

› Experienced relationship managers

*FIX, .Net and Java APIs available - supported 24 hours a day,  
5 days a week by dedicated multi-lingual technical support team.

Deliverable FX

Direct access to wholesale spot FX rates

Transparent FX prices with full fee disclosure



Deliverable FX

Leverage unique LMAX Exchange institutional liquidity

Fast and eff icient settlement
The Deliverable FX service utilises pricing from 

LMAX Exchange giving clients access to wholesale 

spot FX rates with fast and efficient settlement. 

LMAX Exchange revolutionary, minimalist 

technology delivers one global marketplace for FX  

through exchange infrastructure in London, 

New York, Tokyo & Singapore, ensuring complete 

transparency, open access and a level playing field. 

We have a strong presence in all major FX markets 

and our diverse institutional and professional client 

base is conf irmation that our unique vision for  

global FX is transforming the world's largest  

financial market for the benefit of all participants.



Deliverable FX

All major currency crosses available

Award-winning technology 
Clients of our Deliverable FX service gain direct 

access to the best currency rates available through 

unique LMAX Exchange minimalist trading 

technology, web-based platform and natively 

designed apps for tablet and mobile devices.  

Trade instantly, or target price, on all major market 

crosses. Access real-time market data and trade 

execution via API. 

Your account balances, transactions and trade 

status are never more than a click away. Flexible 

charts are available for all currency pairs and to 

keep track of your preferred markets just group 

them together in a permanently visible watchlist. 



Deliverable FX

Transforming the world’s largest financial market

Speak with a dedicated relationship manager
The Deliverable FX service ensures efficient and 

secure transactions with reliable customer support. 

Our experienced relationship management team 

works with both private and corporate clients to 

optimise their foreign exchange exposure. 

To discuss your specific requirements and how our 

expertise can help you, contact us today. 

Deliverable FX sales:  

+44 33 3700 4096 | dfx@LMAX.com




